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SYNTHESIS OF A NOVEL LOW-COMPONENT
PROGRAMMABLE SINUSOIDAL OSCILLATOR
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A novel circuit is presented for realizing a sinusoidal oscillator. The proposed circuit, developed through a true
synthesis approach, uses one current-feedback operational amplifier (CFOA), one operational transconductance
amplifier (OTA), three grounded capacitors and one floating resistor. The proposed circuit enjoys several
attractive features. Practical results, in excellent agreement with the presented theory, are included.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sinusoidal oscillators are widely used in instrumentation, measurement, communication and

control systems. The literature contains a huge number of oscillator designs and analysis

based on different principles and using operational amplifiers (OAs), operational transcon-

ductance amplifiers (OTAs), current-conveyors (CCs), current-feedback amplifiers

(CFOAs) and four-terminal floating nullors (FTFNs). Of particular interest here are

voltage-mode grounded-capacitors, single-resistance-controlled oscillators using two active

elements and a number of grounded and=or floating resistors [1–20]. A critical study

shows that these circuits suffer from one or more of the following drawbacks:

1. The lack of a synthesis approach which makes possible the evolution of the oscillator

circuits ½1; 4–6; 9–17; 19; 20�. This is because most of these circuits were discovered

either by accident or with the help of intuition and various hit-and-miss techniques. In

fact, even the approach used in developing the circuits reported in Refs. ½7; 8; 18� is more

an analytical approach rather than a synthesis approach as it relies upon the formulation of

a general structure with several nodes from which various oscillator circuits can be

obtained.

2. The lack of programmability ½1–8; 10–15�. Although programmability can be achieved in

most of the circuits by replacing the grounded resistors involved with OTAs configured as

grounded resistors [21], this implies the use of additional active elements with increased

power consumption and chip area.
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3. The use of excessive number of resistors; three resistors or more ½1–7; 11–14�.

4. The lack of oscillation condition that makes it impossible to control the amplitude of

oscillation [19].

5. The use of the internal parasitic of the active devices. This implies that the frequency of

oscillation may not be well defined as it is a function of the parasitic of the active devices

which are themselves function of the dc supply voltage and the temperature ½6; 8; 9; 11�.

6. High output impedance and=or frequency-dependent output impedance ½6; 7; 9–20�.

On the other hand, a sinusoidal oscillator can be synthesized using the parallel combination

of a positive resistance, an ideal capacitance, an ideal inductance and a negative resistance.

Alternatively, if all the impedances are scaled by s=o then a sinusoidal oscillator can be

synthesized using a network formed of the parallel combination of a positive inductance, a

positive conductance, a frequency dependent negative conductance and a negative inductance.

The advantages of realizing sinusoidal oscillators through such networks are well documented

in the literature [22]. Similarly, a sinusoidal oscillator can be synthesized from the parallel

combination of a positive capacitance, a positive conductance, a frequency-dependent nega-

tive conductance, and a negative capacitance. Recently a precise immittance function simula-

tor has been presented [23]. Using a single CFOA, two capacitors and two grounded resistors,

a grounded immittance simulator comprising the parallel combination of a negative inductor, a

negative capacitor and a negative conductance can be obtained. It appears, therefore, that a

suitable modification of this immittance function simulator [23] can yield a truly synthesized

sinusoidal oscillator circuit and it is the major intention of this paper to present such circuit.

The proposed circuit uses only two active elements, three grounded capacitors and one float-

ing resistor and enjoys the following attractive features:

1. Low impedance outlet.

2. Programmable electronic tuning of the frequency of oscillation.

3. Independent control of the frequency and the condition of oscillation.

4. Use of grounded capacitors which is attractive for monolithic integration.

5. Use of two active elements only which is attractive for monolithic implementation and

low power consumption.

6. Accountability of the parasitic terminal capacitances due to appearing in parallel with

externally connected capacitances.

7. The use of minimum number of resistors.

2 PROPOSED CIRCUIT

Consider the immittance function simulator shown in Figure 1 [23]. Assuming that the term-

inal characteristics of the CFOA are given by iy ¼ 0, iz ¼ ð1 þ eiÞix, vx ¼ ð1 þ evÞvy,
vo ¼ ð1 þ eoÞvz where jeij � 1; jevj � 1 and jeoj � 1 represent the current and voltage

tracking errors of the CFOA, routine analysis yields the input admittance of the circuit

shown in Figure 1 [23]

Yin ¼
iin

vin

¼ �l
y1ð y2 þ y3Þ

y2

ð1Þ

where l ¼ 1=ð1 þ eiÞð1 þ evÞð1 þ eoÞ represents the current- and voltage-tracking nonideali-

ties of the CFOA. If we choose y1 ¼ sC1, y2 ¼ G2 and y3 ¼ sC3, Eq. (1) reduces to

Yin ¼ �slC1 þ
o2lC1C3

G2

ð2Þ
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Thus, the circuit of Figure 1 can realize a grounded parallel combination of a negative

capacitance ¼ �lC1 and a frequency-dependent positive conductance ¼ o2lC1C3=G2. A

sinusoidal oscillator can, therefore, be obtained from the circuit of Figure 1 by connecting

a positive capacitance C2 ¼ lC1 and a negative conductance G4 ¼ �o2lC1C3=G2 in parallel

with the input port as shown, in dotted box, in Figure 1. While the condition of oscillation

will be given by

C2 ¼ lC1 ð3Þ

the resulting frequency of oscillation will be given by

o2
o ¼

G2G4

lC1C3

ð4Þ

Of the many possible realizations of the negative conductance G4, the OTA-based

realization [21] was selected as it provides easy programmability by adjusting the auxiliary

bias current of the OTA. The resulting oscillator circuit is shown in Figure 2. Thus, with

G4 ¼ gm ¼ Iabc=2VT , gm is the transconductance of the OTA, Iabc is the auxiliary bias current

of the OTA and VT is the thermal voltage, Eq. (4) reduces to

o2
o ¼

G2gm

lC1C3

ð5Þ

FIGURE 2 Proposed sinusoidal oscillator circuit.

FIGURE 1 Synthesis of the oscillator from the immittance function simulator [23].
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Equations (3) and (5) clearly show that while the frequency of oscillation can be controlled

by adjusting gm without disturbing the condition of oscillation, the condition of oscillation

can be controlled by adjusting the capacitance C2 without disturbing the frequency of oscilla-

tion. Thus, the proposed oscillator circuit enjoys the attractive features of independent control

of the frequency and the condition of oscillation in addition to the programmable control of

the frequency of oscillation. Moreover, inspection of Eqs. (3) and (5) shows that the fre-

quency and the condition of oscillation will be slightly affected by the current- and

voltage-tracking errors of the CFOA. Furthermore, inspection of the circuit of Figure 2

shows that the parasitic capacitances on terminals z and y of the CFOA and the non-inverting

input of the OTA can be easily absorbed by the externally connected capacitors C1, C2 and C3.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed circuit of Figure 2 was experimentally tested using the CFOA AD844, the OTA

LM13600. The results obtained with different values of resistances and capacitances are

shown in Figure 3. Shown also in Figure 3 are the calculated frequencies of oscillation

using Eq. (5). It appears from Figure 3 that the agreement between the measured and

calculated results is excellent. It must be mentioned, however, that the excellent agreement

between calculated and measured results may be degraded if the amplitude of oscillation

FIGURE 3 Variation of the frequency of oscillation with the OTA auxiliary bias current calculated (solid line) and
measured (dotted line).
þ:R2 ¼ 1=G2 ¼ 20 kO, C1 ¼ 1:2 nF, C2 ¼ 1:2 nF, C3 ¼ 50 nF.
�:R2 ¼ 1=G2 ¼ 20 kO, C1 ¼ 1:8 nF, C2 ¼ 1:8 nF, C3 ¼ 10 nF.
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is large enough to drive the OTA operation into the nonlinear part of its characteristics.

Obviously this can be avoided either by using limiting diodes at the input of the OTA or

using an OTA with larger dynamic range than that of the LM13600.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Using a truly synthesis approach a new sinusoidal oscillator circuit has been developed. The

circuit uses two active elements, namely one OTA and one CFOA and four passive elements.

When compared with previously published circuits using the same number of passive ele-

ments [16–18], the proposed circuit enjoys several attractive features. For example, the pro-

posed circuit of Figure 3 simultaneously enjoys electronic programmability of the frequency

of oscillation and can provide a low impedance outlet. The circuits of Figure 1 of Ref. [16],

Figure 2 of Ref. [17] and Figure 12b,c,d of Ref. [18] use the same number of passive ele-

ments, namely four, enjoy only the electronic programmability of the frequency of oscillation

and none of them can provide a low impedance outlet. In each circuit an additional active

element, that is a buffer, is needed to provide low impedance outlet. Moreover, when com-

pared with circuits using fewer number of passive components, namely three, of Figure 12a

of Ref. [18] and Figure 1 of Ref. [20], again the circuits of Refs. [18] and [20] can support

only electronic programmability of the frequency of oscillation, and require an additional

active element, that is a buffer, for providing low impedance outlets. Furthermore, the ampli-

tude of oscillation of the proposed circuit can be adjusted by controlling the condition of

oscillation. While the circuit of Figure 1 of Ref. [19] uses only two passive elements and

enjoys electronic programmability of the frequency of oscillation, it can not provide a low

impedance outlet and its amplitude of oscillation can not be adjusted as it suffers from the

serious disadvantage of not having a condition of oscillation. Finally, compared with similar

circuits which can provide a low impedance outlet [1–5], the proposed circuit uses four

passive elements and enjoys electronic programmability of the frequency of oscillation

while all the other circuits [1–5] require five passive elements and do not enjoy the electronic

programmability of the frequency of oscillation. Compared with the proposed circuit of

Figure 3, all other circuits [6–15] suffer from one or more of the following disadvantages:

1. Require excessive number of passive components ½7; 10; 13–15�.

2. Rely on the parasitic of the active elements ½6; 8; 9; 11�.

3. Use commercially unavailable active elements; for example the minus-type first-

generation current-conveyor ½10; 12; 15� or the minus-type second-generation current-

conveyor [14].

4. Can not support low impedance outlet ½7; 9–15�.

5. Can not support electronic programmability of the frequency of oscillation without using

additional active elements ½6–8; 10–15�.

It appears, therefore, that the developed circuit of Figure 3 simultaneously enjoys a number

of features which do not exist in any of the previously reported circuits [1–20].
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